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Abstract 
 
In this paper the solution of energy saving problem is proposed. To achieve useful utilisation of regenerative energy and 
reduce the overall energy consumption, the braking energy should be temporarily saved in an energy storage system 
ESS, based on supercapcitor, until another power consumer is connected to the overhead line. Such a storage system is 
able to cope with the common task of peak power reduction and overhead voltage stabilization. ESSs could be installed 
stationary at substations, weak spots of network or on-board vehicle.  
The purpose of this paper is to develop model for transport control system is to coordinate energy consumption of 
multiple various participants of traffic. The transport system is a cooperative system, where behaviour of one participant 
depends on other. Therefore, the negotiation process between vehicles is necessary. Each vehicle has electronic device 
which controls his own object sending data to the control centre, which is responsible for optimization and coordination 
of negotiation process.  
Controller for speed prediction of electric transport is based on nonlinear autoregressive neural network with exogenous 
inputs. Inputs of controller are current tram speed, distance from the beginning of the route, type of next speed change 
point, light upon arrival to the traffic light on the way, time interval between current time and directive time. Training 
set for the controller is received from the simulation model of T3A tram, moving on the part of route containing two 
passenger stops and traffic light. Neural network is trained and results of its workability are proposed. Usage of neural 
network gives possibility to predict actions of all participants of electric transport flow and allow using ESS more 
efficiently.  
KEY WORDS: energy saving, light rail electric transport, neural network controller 
 
1. Introduction  
 

The most efficient and low emission kind of public transport is a rail transport. Tram based light rail transit 
(LRT) has been chosen by a lot of city municipalities as the main urban passenger transportation solution.  

The renewed tramcars acquired regenerative braking capability, thus providing up to 40% reduction in the 
energy consumption. However, the regenerative braking energy cannot be completely used in typical existing traction 
drive systems because none of the LRT substations is equipped with a reversible rectifier. The real energy saving 
strongly depends on other trams connected to the same section of overhead line. If a number of trams are connected to 
the DC overhead line, a portion of the regenerative braking energy could be transferred to other trams when they are 
operated in the traction mode, but in the case when several trams are simultaneously braking, this energy cannot be 
utilised and is wasted in a brake rheostat. It is often impossible for the tramcars to instantly consume regenerative 
energy at low traffic density in the off-peak hours and on easily loaded lines, since in the overhead supplying zone of a 
single traction substation at one tram’s braking other trams not often can simultaneously utilise the energy in the 
traction mode [1] or even are not located in this overhead line section. 
To achieve useful utilisation of regenerative energy and reduce the overall energy consumption, the braking energy 
should be temporarily saved in an ESS until another power consumer is connected to the overhead line. Such a storage 
system is able to cope with the common task of peak power reduction and overhead voltage stabilization. ESSs could be 
installed stationary at substations, weak spots of network or on-board vehicle. 

As distinguished from the heavy rail transport with predictable acceleration and deceleration areas mostly near 
stations, curves, hills, semaphores, switches, etc., the city traffic with its low speeds, frequent accelerations and sudden 
brakings is characterised by starting and braking zones distributed along the LRT network. The energy transfer from a 
tramcar to another vehicle or substation at a distance from several hundred metres up to few kilometres is associated 
with considerable energy losses, which decrease the power saving up to 10% [2]. Therefore, the most effective way of 
utilising the regenerative energy without transfer losses is installation of on-board ESSs.  

Modern LRT vehicles have good dynamical properties and increased average speed, which impose the highest 
current constraints on the overhead line and lead to large line voltage drops in the traction mode [3]. The starting power 
peaks present a problem of availability of enough power at a feeding network, otherwise the mentioned voltage drops 
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occur that significantly impair a tram’s dynamic performance. The overhead line resistance increases with distance from 
a substation. If ESS is installed in substation it cannot eliminate undervoltage away from this substation. At the same 
time, an on-board ESS makes possible direct utilisation of stored energy at the place of consumption, which improves 
the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle having the same acceleration in a weaker network or a higher acceleration in well-
fed overhead lines. Such an on-board ESS allows increasing the number of trams without resort to building new 
expensive substations, which is important in the cases when traffic should periodically be intensified for a limited time.  

One of the most promising energy storage devices is a supercapacitor battery chosen for a tram ESS. In 
comparison with chemical accumulator batteries and rotating flywheels, the supercapacitors have better charge and 
discharge dynamic power characteristics despite the smaller total energy capacity. The advantage of supercapacitor is 
also independence of its parameters from the environment temperature. 

Therefore, most attention has been paid to store as much as possible regenerative energy, applying as simple as 
possible technical solutions, which would allow the least rise in the cost of traction equipment without decreasing the 
tramcar operation safety. Such storage is achieved using a single-stage pulse converter without intermediate DC 
conversions [4]. Owing to the lack of a speed sensor and difficult access to the traction and braking signal outputs of a 
large fleet of existing renovated T3A trams, the control system of ESS has been developed independent of the tram 
controller. As distinguished from an ESS with a speed sensor [1], which should be recommended for brand new 
vehicles, the proposed solution with an independent control system of the ESS could easily be applied to the existing 
tram without reengineering its traction circuit and control system’s hardware and software. 

The straightforward ESS charging with a constant current has compatibility problems with the line parameters 
[5]. The charging of a supercapacitor with constant power requires that the ESS control system be incorporated into the 
vehicle traction drive with its modification [6]. The proposed charging algorithm with constant filter capacitor voltage 
provides the automatic whole braking energy saving without significant modification of the existing tram power circuit. 

The lack of running-braking mode and speed signal in virtue of the autonomous ESS conception complicates 
the switch design, because information about the tram drive mode should be extracted from the available measurements 
of currents and voltages. This problem is solvable by relatively simple integrating the ESS control system in LRT traffic 
control intelligent neural network control system, which calculates the optimal vehicle moving mode. As the neural 
network controller calculates traction and braking mode parameters for multiple vehicles, the energy consumption and 
regeneration power could be predicted, thus allowing preparing the ESS for more energy storing and peak energy 
shaving. The intelligent LRT control system could more discharge the supercapacitor before multiple tram braking and 
prevent ESS deep discharge before simultaneous start of few trams. By setting the ESS operation mode in dependence 
from whole tram line vehicle traffic conditions by outboard intelligent control system, the parasitic energy distribution 
between a number of ESS are eliminated. The energy storing in other tram supercapacitor and peak energy shaving is 
fully controlled and accepted only if single tram ESS capacity limits are reached. 

 
2. Power Circuit of Energy Storage System and T3A Tramcar Traction Drive 
 

While connecting a supercapacitor energy storage system (ESS) to the existing T3A tramcar power scheme it 
is necessary to take into account that it should provide: 

• two-way voltage boost/buck energy interchange between the T3A power circuit and the supercapacitor, 
• smoothed charge/discharge current of the supercapacitor, 
• smoothed and radio-frequency filtered line current, 
• controllable initial charge of the supercapacitor, 
• protection of the supercapacitor against overcurrents caused by overhead short circuits. 

 
 
Fig. 1. A simplified circuit diagram of ESS and its connection to the T3A tramcar power circuit 
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A simple solution for the ESS power stage can be achieved by connecting it to the tram filter capacitor [4] at 
supercapacitor’s voltage always being lower than that of the filter capacitor VCf [7, 8]. A simplified circuit diagram [9] 
of the energy storage system and its connection to the T3A tramcar power circuit is shown in Fig. 1.  

The ESS under consideration consists of supercapacitor C and bidirectional DC/DC power converter. The 
IGBT VT1 with diode D2 makes a voltage buck converter in the supercapacitor’s charging mode, whereas VT2 and 
diode D1 at the IGBT VT3 switched on – a voltage boost converter in the supercapacitor’s discharging mode. The VT3 
is needed for protection of the supercapacitor in the cases when short circuit or undervoltage occurs on the overhead 
line or in the tram traction converter. To prevent overcurrents and uncontrolled discharge of supercapacitor, VT3 is 
switched off when the ESS input voltage is lower than that of supercapacitor [10].  

The ESS is connected to the tram’s filter capacitor Cf =5100 µF, which is therefore used also as a basic element 
for the buck/boost converter of ESS. Capacitor C1f only compensates inductances of the connecting cables and must be 
placed as close as possible to the VT1, VT2, VT3 and C; its capacitance is considerably lower than that of Cf. Such a 
connection allows exploitation of tram’s radio-frequency filter Lrf, Crf and input choke Lf for smoothing the pulsed 
currents flowing from the ESS to the overhead line. 

The ESS has been developed as an entirely autonomous device having no links to the tram control unit. Two 
current and two voltage sensors are used for the ESS control purposes. Three of them are placed inside the ESS, and 
only the input current sensor of a tram should be installed in its power circuit. 
  The main task of the ESS controller is to store whole tramcar braking energy not allowing its dissipation in a 
braking rheostat. To store the energy, a capacitor must be discharged to voltage VCmin at the beginning of braking. As 
the braking energy depends on the tramcar speed, the processes of charging and discharging the supercapacitor may be 
controlled in compliance with the tramcar’s real speed. 

The following two voltages and two currents are measured for the ESS control purposes: filter capacitor 
voltage Vf, supercapacitor voltage VC, supercapacitor current IC, and tram input filter current  ILf . 

The charge-discharge mode switch is a very important part of the controller for stable operation of an ESS. The 
lack of running-braking mode signal in virtue of the autonomous ESS conception complicates the switch design, 
because information about the tram drive mode should be extracted from the available measurements of currents and 
voltages [9]. The choice of a proper charge-discharge switch solution is determined by the following: 

• simultaneous setting of both the modes is not permissible,  
• the circuit Lf, Cf, L and C (Fig. 1) has a low damping factor, so fast switching from one mode to the other can 

cause rising oscillations in it, 
• a neutral position – no mode is set – is permissible, and is a good choice for achieving stable operation of the 

system, 
• the tram drive mode cannot be determined by current ILf, so filter voltage Vf should be used for this purpose. 

The charge mode is allowed when VCf >700 V, and the discharge mode is set when the voltage falls down to 
600V.  

The commonly used minimum supercapacitor voltage is VCmin=0.5VCmax (see, e. g. [1]) and is recommended by 
manufacturers of supercapacitors. In this case 75% of its energy capacity is utilised at the power capability VCminICref 
varying from 0.5Pmax to Pmax. However, as is discussed in [4], the braking power is maximal at the beginning of tram 
braking when the ESS has its minimum power capability. Therefore a narrower voltage range was chosen - 
VCmin≈0.67VCmax , which gives 55% utilisation of the supercapacitor energy capacity at power capability 0.67Pmax at the 
beginning of tram braking. However narrower ESS voltage range restricts the peak power shaving. 

The charge mode is disabled when the supercapacitor voltage reaches VCmax, and is resumed when it falls down 
to V’Cmax (see Fig. 2). The discharge is disabled when this voltage falls down to VCmin, and is permitted again when it 
rises up to V’Cmin. As the VCmax and V’Cmax could not be raised by supercapacitor construction limitations, the VCmin and 
V’Cmin could be varied for improving ESS performance. The roman number in indexes (Fig. 1) shows the number of 
LRT car in two vehicle traffic control example. 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2. Signal diagrams of supercapacitor voltage limiter 
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3. Structure of Public Electric Transport Control System 
 
 The purpose of transport control system is to coordinate actions of multiple various participants of traffic. The 
transport system is a cooperative system, where behaviour of one participant depends on other. That is why the 
negotiation process between vehicles is necessary. Each vehicle has electronic device which controls his own object 
sending data to the superagent, which is responsible for optimization and coordination of negotiation process.  
 It follows that coordination centre is needed to control public electric transport and predict its movement. 
 Therefore, the following objects can be defined for intelligent public electric transport control system. 

− TR – electric vehicles:  
o Dtr – electric drives of electric vehicles;  
o M tr – sensors of electric vehicles;  
o Rtr – transmitters of electric vehicles;  
o Atr – power converter;  
o ESStr - energy storage system; 
o Ntr – navigational device that controls position of the vehicle on the route 
o V tr – own electronic control devices of electric vehicles;  

− CC – centre of intelligent control of electric transport:  
o Vcc – electronic control devices of control centre;  
o Dbcc – data base of intelligent agent of control centre;  
o Pgcc – software with artificial intelligence procedures for intelligent agent of control centre;  
o Rcc – transmitters of control centre;  

− L – traffic lights, as electric transport flow control devices:  
o EL – electrical part of traffic lights;  
o VL – electronic control devices of traffic light;  
o AL – actuators for control signal transfer to electric part of traffic lights;  
o ML – sensors of traffic lights;  
o RL – transmitters of traffic lights; 

Interaction between abovementioned objects is shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 

 

Fig. 3. Public electric transport control system 

 In addition to other electronic devices, navigational device is proposed to be installed on each public electric 
vehicle. The purpose of this device is to get geographical coordinates of transport unit, as well it can be used as speed 
meter. It may be based on satellite systems, like GPS, GALILEO, GLONASS etc., as well as GSM, GSM-R or other 
wireless navigation technologies. For city transport it is useful to use combined devices, because straight signal from the 
satellite may be corrupted or interrupted by high buildings, narrow streets or tunnels. In this case additional antennas, 
located on the open-sky positions, like rooftops, should be used to transfer signal from the satellite to public transport 
vehicle.  
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4. Mathematical Model for Public Electric Transport Control System 
 
 Mathematical model for control centre software of public transport network should represent all objects and 
elements presented in real system, including abstract objects such routes, schedules etc. 
 PTN = {GN, DC } – public electric transport network, where  

− GN – geographical transport network; 
− DC – contact network of public electric transport; 

 
 Geographical network is a set GN = {G1, G2, G3}, where 

− G1 – roads and streets; 
− G2 – crossroads; 
− G3 – passengers stops. 

 For each g ∈ GN geographical coordinates of beginning and end are known: 
− xg

1, y
g
1 – coordinates of the beginning; 

− xg
2, y

g
2 – coordinates of the end. 

 
 Contact network may be described as a set of objects DC = { SC, ST }, where 

− SC – sections in which contact network is divided; 
− ST – substations for power supply. 

 For each s ∈ SC geographical coordinates of beginning and end are known too: 
− xs

1, y
s
1 – coordinates of the beginning; 

− xs
2, y

s
2 – coordinates of the end. 

 
 Each public electric transport unit tr ∈ TR has following parameters: 

− M tr = {mtr
1, m

tr
2, …, mtr

n} - route, where m ∈ GN ; 
− Str = { dtr

1, d
tr

2, …, dtr
k} – schedule as a set of directive times for each passenger stop from the route m 

∈ G3; 
 For each section s ∈ SC of contact network the appropriate element g ∈ GN from geographical network may 
be found: 

− SC → GN, 
 therefore, the electrical route for each public electric transport unit tr ∈ TR can be found: 

− Metr = {metr
1, metr

2, …, metrq}, where me ∈ SC. 
 
 These data are saved in data base of control centre and are constant. 
 
 Each vehicle tr∈ TR has following parameters: 

− vtr ∈ ℜ– current speed, received by navigation device; 
− xtr,ytr ∈ ℜ – geographical coordinates received by navigation device. 
− dtr ∈ ℜ– current directive time for next passenger stop; 
− l tr ∈ GN - location in geographical network; 
− letr ∈ SC – appropriate section in electrical network; 

 
 Each traffic light tl ∈ G2 has following parameters: 

− xtl,ytl ∈ ℜ – geographical coordinates of location; 
− l tl ∈ G2 – location in geographic network; 
− Wtl ∈ {0, 1} – current light on the traffic light (0 – red, 1 – green}; 
− Dtl ∈ {d tl

0, d
tl

1} – duration of red light and green light.  
 
 Taking in account received data, prediction system of control centre calculates following values: 

− TRs = {tr 1, …, trn} – public transport vehicles located in section s ∈ SC of contact network, that gives 
possibility to exchange by electrical energy; 

− l tr = f(xtr, ytr, xd, yd, M}∈ ℜ – distance between current position of tr ∈ TRs and next possible 
crossroad or passenger stop; 

− ttr = f(v, l} – time moment when acceleration or braking will occur; 
− vttr = f(W, D} - target speed to reach after acceleration or braking; 
− wtr = f(v, vt , t} - duration of acceleration or braking; 
− Atr = f(v, vt, wt}- energy should be consumed during acceleration or generated during the braking. 
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5. Mathematical Model of Prediction Neural Network Controller 
 
 Neural network mathematical model is based on neuron structure. Each neuron has input data set, weight for 
each input data, activation or transfer function and output. Neural network consists of several layers. Each layer may 
have definite or indefinite number of neurons. Neural networks give possibility to analyse an object by input parameter 
set and to detect predefined class of the object on the output. That means, neural network should be trained to detect 
classes and classes are predefined. 
 General mathematical model of neural network is following: 

− Input data set for neural network: X = {x1, x2, …, xn} 
− Set of neural network hidden layers: L = {l 1, l2, …, lk} 
− Set of neurons for each j-th hidden layer: P j = {p1, p2, …, pr} 
− Set of neural network outputs: C = {c1, c2, …, cm} 
− Set of time delay for j-th layer input: TDL 

j = {tdl1, tdl2, …, tdlin} 
− Weights for each input of i-th neuron of j-th layer: Wi 

j = {w i1, wi2, …, win} 
− Bias for each i-th neuron of j-th layer: bi 

j 

− Input summation function for each i-th neuron of j-th layer: si 
j = ∑(Wi 

j*X) +b i 
j 

− Transfer function for all neurons of j-th layer: F j(s j) 

 
 
Fig. 4. Nonlinear autoregressive neural network structure 
 
 For prediction controller nonlinear autoregressive neural network (Fig. 4.) with exogenous inputs is proposed. 
It’s main advantage is regressive input from the output with time delay that give possibility to use it for prediction. 

 
 
6. Algorithms for Public Electric Transport Control  System 
 

Algorithm of control of ESS by neural network is following. Let us assume that there is 1 tram with ESS, but 
all other participants are equipped by devices to send requests for  
 
 Algorithm for discharge of supercapacitor for multiple vehicles 
 
Step 1. Getting request for use of amount Areq of energy for treq seconds 
Step 2. Predicts next speed changes v = f(t0, t1) using prediction neural network in time interval of next t1 > treq seconds  
Step 3. Validate changes of speed: 

If dv/dt < 0 then Step 4.  
If dv/dt >0 then refuse request. 

Step 4. Calculate status of supercapacitor voltage after discharge Vc = f(Areq, treq)  
Step 5. Validate ESS  

If V c > 320 and Vc < 430 then accept to use energy; 
 If V c < 320 then accept to use energy until Vc = 320 
 
 Algorithm for charge of supercapacitor for multiple vehicles  
 
Step 1. Getting request for give amount Areq of energy for treq seconds 
Step 2. Predicts next speed changes v = f(t0, t1) using prediction neural network in time interval of next t1 > treq seconds  
Step 3. Calculate status of supercapacitor voltage after charge Vc = f(Areq, treq)  
Step 4. Validate ESS  

If V c > 320 and Vc < 430 then accept to take all energy 
 If V c > 430 then accept to take energy until Vc = 430. 
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7. Computer Experiment of Neural Network Training for Speed Prediction 
 
 Computer experiment of speed prediction of electric transport is based on nonlinear autoregressive neural 
network with exogenous inputs. 
 Inputs of controller are proposed as following:  

X = {v, s, p, l, d}, 
 where  

− v ∈ ℜ - real - current speed 
− s ∈ ℜ - real - distance from the beginning of the route (1D coordinate)  
− p ∈ [0 1] – binary - type of next speed change point (1 – stop, 0 – crossroad) 
− l ∈ [0 1] – binary - light of traffic light on the way (0 – red, 1 – green) 
− d ∈ ℜ - real - time interval between current time and directive time 

 
Training set for the controller is received from the model of T3A tram (Fig. 5), moving on the part of route 

containing 2 passenger stops and 1 traffic light. 
The model is run for 3 times with different states of traffic lights and schedules. Results of modelling are saved 

to database and the following data set of 475 elements is received as it is shown on Table 1.  
Table 1 

Example of training data 
v s p l d 

… 
21.5108 291.788 0 0 147 
21.1317 297.692 0 0 146 
20.5233 306.958 1 0 145 
20.1444 312.6 1 0 144 
23.3609 318.458 1 0 143 
27.8059 325.577 1 0 142 

… 
 
Nonlinear autoregressive neural network with exogenous inputs network is created with following parameters: 

− 2 layers 
− 10 neurons with F1 = tansig(u);  
− 1 neuron with F2 = tansig(u); 

 Created network is trained using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The results of training are shown on Fig. 6 
and Fig. 7. 

 
 
Fig. 5. Model of tram T3A route for training data collection 
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Fig. 6. Neural network training results 

 
 

 
Fig. 7. Neural network training performance graph 
 

 
 
Fig. 8. Neural network training performance graph 

 
  After training test data have been generated from the model, and neural network has been simulated to predict 
speed changes with new data. The result of prediction is shown on Fig. 8. Speed is presented as a solid line, but speed 
prediction as a result of neural network controller is dotted line. 
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8. Conclusion 
 
1. The independent operation of the control systems of ESS and tram traction converters makes however the operation 

algorithms of ESS control system complicated, which reduces its stability margin. 
2. For better performance of tram driving modes and oscillation dampening it is advisable to fit the ESS control system 

with a speed measuring system. Synchronisation of the ESS and traction converters is recommended for brand-new 
tramcars with upgraded ESSs. In this case a tram’s control system and ESS controller should be linked. 

3. The integration of the ESS and tram controllers into the automatic traffic control and signalisation system would 
make possible to gather and forecast information on the braking energy amount and even manage the optimal 
multiple tram ESS operation. 

4. Usage of neural network gives possibility to predict actions of all participants of electric transport flow and allow to 
use ESS more efficiently. 
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